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SUBJECT: Future COHE Negotiations 
 

During the May 2015 AAC meeting, the council discussed the current COHE agreement 
which is set to expire on July 30, 2016.  Consistent with previous negotiations, councils are 
being asked to bring forward issues/topics that should be included in the next round of proposals 
so they can be discussed with the Board of Regents during either the August or October 
meetings.  During the May meeting, AAC identified five areas of focus that should be considered 
along with the set of issues outlined by human resources.  While time did not allow for a 
discussion of the item prepared for the June 2015 meeting, AAC was asked to identify additional 
areas of concern in late June, and the list outlined below reflects the feedback received from 
council representatives.  Members should be prepared to discuss these and other issues that 
warrant review for the upcoming contract negotiations.  Once a complete list has been generated, 
Dr. Shekleton will be invited to meet with the council during the October retreat to garner 
assistance for further expanding the rationale for each of these areas in preparation for the initial 
negotiation session.   

 
1. Contract & Policy Consistency – Establishing greater consistency in the expectations 

between BOR policy and COHE contract.   
a. As institutions have been revising Faculty Handbooks, a number of 

inconsistencies in expectations between the university document, board policy 
and the contract have been identified. “Meeting expectations” changes for 
persons on tenure track from years 1-2 to years 3-4 and years 5-6. That is, 
early in the career starting a research program may “meet expectations” but by 
years 5-6 one needs to show the appropriate outputs to “meet expectations”.   
Presentations may be relevant evidence in years 1-2, but not in years 5-6. The 
problem seems to lie in BOR 4.38 and 4.11 and institutional documents rather 
than the contract. The wording of 4.11 in terms of “demonstrating promise 
that they shall in due course meet institutional performance standards…” 
seems to be the crux of some confusion rather than during the 
tenure/promotion process the faculty members “demonstrates he or she meets 
the standards for the rank sought” (i.e., meets our expectations).  Having 
multiple documents addressing the issue 4.11, 4.38, COHE contract and 
university (and department) documents seems to cloud rather than clarify the 
issue at hand.  
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b. Some institutional personnel suggest that Board Policy overrides the COHE 
contract, yet experience is that state/federal law trumps the contract, but BOR 
policy needs to be revised once a contract is signed. Need some guidance on 
this. 

c. BOR Policy 4.10 covers tenure and refers to the standard that the person 
progresses towards “exceeding expectations” (3.c.2.b).  Yet, if expectations 
are appropriate for the given aspired to rank, why should a person exceed 
those?  They should exceed expectations for the current rank, but meet those 
of the aspired to rank. The working in multiple documents is causing 
confusion.  
 

2. Tenure & Workload – Providing greater clarity in tenure and workload sections of 
the agreement; 

a. Section 10.3 spells out what constitutes workload for the Lecturer and 
professorial ranks and additional attention may be warranted to highlight 
specific features included in the various workload policies in Appendix H. 

b. Section 14.1 outlines requirements for tenure, but does not clearly designate 
that research faculty may not be awarded tenure or serve on tenure 
appointments.  Clinical faculty should also be added into any new language 
that is developed here. 
 

3. Evaluation Timeline – Increased clarity for the evaluation timeline of Lecturer and 
Librarian rank. The timeline in 12.3 is clear on the timing for professorial rank, 
however, the distinction was made to separate the timeline for lecturer and librarian 
ranks.  Either align the timeline or restructure the institutional reporting requirement 
and take salary policy for this class of employees to the BOR in June. Deans very 
much wanted library faculty and lecturer evaluations to be on the same timetable as 
other faculty. 
 

4. T&P Committee – Section 13A.4 outlines the formulation of the promotion and 
tenure committee.  Consideration for percentage of faculty and administrators who 
can be appointed to serve on the committee. Clarification is necessary that the 
university T&P committee should be composed of only tenured full professors.   The 
system should discuss whether it is inappropriate for associate professors to be voting 
on full professor applications.  We may also want to separate committee composition 
for department/college T&P committees versus university T&P committees if 
Colleges are challenged in having adequate numbers of tenured full professors.  
Contention is that University committees be tenured full professors only. 

 
5. ABD Appointments – Clarity regarding the implications for being hired without a 

completed degree as an assistant professor. 
a. Tenure eligibility currently established the need for a terminal degree in 

section 9.3, and minimum rank qualifications spelled out in section 13A.1 and 
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13B.1 also notes the need for a terminal degree.  Section 19.6 describes the 
salary adjustments after receipt of the terminal degree. 

b. Should language be included in the agreement that establish a framework for 
ABD other than assigning the individual at the instructor rank. Clarification of 
the appointment of a person who is expected to be a tenure-track assistant 
professor but who does not have the terminal degree in hand (13A.1) is 
needed. More typically that person is appointment as a Lecture and then 
moves to Assistant Professor (with an accompanying salary boost) upon 
completion of the degree. 
 

6. Grievance Procedure – There is a desire to streamline and provide clarity to this 
portion of the contract as institutional personnel often have different interpretations of 
basic elements. A flow chart may be beneficial to convey the steps, as institutions 
make errors in dealing with grievances because of an inability to interpret the 
contract. Additionally, institutions have noted that when the case is one of denial of 
tenure or promotion, the only grievable issue is failure to follow procedures, unless 
the COHE agreement provides other grievance rights. The section of note is COHE 
Agreement section 8.8(3): “If the grievance concerns nonrenewal, denial of 
promotion or change in rank, or denial of tenure, the grievance review will be limited 
to determining whether the decision was the result of failure to follow procedures, 
unless otherwise provided in this agreement. The burden of proof, in such cases, rests 
with the grievant.” Failure to follow procedures, usually results in remand and 
instruction to do so. Institutions continue to fund hearing administration, hearing 
examiners, attorneys, and other costs associated with processing these all the way 
through our courts when there has truly been no procedural violation factually alleged 
– only that the grievant does not like the opinion or decision of the tenure and 
promotion committees and, in the end, the President. Noting the burden of proof 
issue, it seems that review and consideration of appropriate and legal expedited 
protocols for such cases may be a nice addition/revision to the procedures we 
currently have in place. 
 

7. Appendix E – SDSU had their IAMCOM committee revise the PSE this year, greatly 
streamlining it and addressing some inconsistencies.  They also agreed to rename it 
FAR, Faculty Annual Review.  The revised form was approved by both campus 
COHE and Faculty Senate.  Could wording be included in the contract that says, PSE 
or other campus-approved annual evaluation tool? 

 
8. Annual Evaluation Timeline – There is an incongruence between the PSE (annual 

evaluation) which is a calendar year, and all other processes such as workload 
documents, third year review, PDP and T&P which are all on the academic 
year.  This makes for difficulty and confusion when trying to bring these together and 
make them work.   Would it be possible to the PSE to an academic year as we do with 
everything else which would be summer, fall spring?   The timeline could be such 
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that institutions would work on the annual evaluations over the summer (department 
head) and early fall (meeting with faculty, deans review, etc.), with salary 
recommendations ready in early spring semester.    

 
9. Contract Year – The language in section 9.4 regarding contract year is confusing in 

that some interpret it as the first day to report is Aug 22, yet that may also be in 
conflict with the next sentence regarding reporting 5 days before the beginning of the 
semester (although referring to this as “date of registration” also confuses some).  

 
10. Student Opinion Surveys – As the system moves towards mobile student opinion 

surveys (12.4), we should check to make sure the language of this section is 
appropriate.  Should language be changed here to clearly note that variations in 
modality can be implemented without COHE involvement as long as the selected 
vendor does not change?  

 
11. Office Hours – Some deans mentioned an interest in clarifying office hour 

expectations (and how it gets tricky with online responsibilities).  Is it possible to 
include this under section 18.2 regarding Office Security?  

 
12. Year-Long Contracts – There are some faculty who teach on “year-long” informal 

contracts; whereby, they roll over the workload responsibilities from the academic 
year to summer (i.e., a person teaches six required courses in a 2-3-1 model over the 
three semesters).  The contract does not seem to deal with this structure, making some 
provosts uncomfortable with the situation.  The issue gets even trickier when asked to 
teach an additional summer course and it is submitted as “overload” instead of 
“summer” given the distinctive salary implications per 19.5. 
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